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1 Introduction 

Consider two-person partnerships in which each partner is endowed with an equal share of 

a good to be traded such that it is inefficient to sell it in the market and split the proceeds. 

Divorce settlements and the dissolution of joint venture agreements might fall into this 

class of problems. If the partners are concerned with achieving an efficient dissolution 

but they want to restrict themselves to the use of simple mechanisms l
, what procedure 

should be used at termination? 

As another application, consider the competition between two raider firms with identi

cal initial toeholds seeking to take over a target firmo vVhat simple mechanism will ensure 

that the target is worth more if mn by the winner? 

From Cramton, Gibbons and Kemplerer (1987; CGK, for short) and McAfee (1992) it 

is known that the k+l-price auctions achieve efficient and individually-rational dissolu

tion when the valuations for the asset are drawn independently from a common probability 

distribution. In this kind of auctions the players submit sealed bids and the good is trans

ferred to the highest bidder who pays each of the others a price that is a given combination 

of the highest and the second highest bid. 

In this papel' I consider that the agents' valuations are independently but asymmetri

cally distributed on sorne common real interva1. I also assume that one partner is reputed 

to be more interested in the asset so that this agent's beliefs are higher in the sense of 

first order stochastic dominance. I will model the asymmetry on beliefs but, clearly, a 

wide variety of asymmetries in preferences can be interpreted as an asymmetry in beliefs. 

Asymmetries are important in contract bidding as well as in standard auctions. The 

asymmetry may be due to different budget constraints, as is the case in art auctions, 

or to the presence of collusive behavior. In a takeover case it may due to synergies or 

to different managerial skills. Another source of asymmetry might be the existence of 

1 For an argument in favor of the use of simple mechanisms in the context of a dissolution see McAfee 

(1992) . 
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heterogeneous risk preferences among the partners. Relaxing the assumption of symme

try makes the study of efficient dissolution more realistic, but it also results in major 

analytical complications, similar to those faced in the analysis of aSYmmetric auctions. 

The auction procedures that I consider here are the Winner's Bid Auction (WBA) 

in which the winning bidder pays half of his bid to the losing bidder, the Loser's Bid 

Auction (LBA) in which the winning bidder pays half of the losing bidder's bid to the 

losing bidder and the Splitting the Difference Auction (SDA) in which the winning bidder 

pays to the losing bidder half the average of the winning and the losing bids. All of these 

procedures are particular cases of the k+l-price auctions. I ask which of these auctions 

will achieve an ex-post efficient allocation -one for which the ownership of the asset is 

always transferred to the party with the highest valuation- and I study properties of the 

equilibrium induced by them. 

\Vith symmetric independent private values, the WBA, the LBA and the SDA are ex 

post efficient. Under these auctions bids are dosel' to valuations than in standard first 

and second price auctions since bidders have countervailing incentives; they are tempted 

to exaggerate their true valuations if they are to sell but will want to understate if they 

are to purchase. 

Under aSYmmetric distributions the bidding equilibria of these auctions consist of con

tinuously differentiable and strict1y monotonically increasing strategies which are charac

terized as solutions of systems of differential equations with two boundary conditions. I 

provide results on existence and uniqueness of Nash equilibrium under some regularity 

assumptions on the probability distributions. I also show that the partner that is reputed 

to be more interested in the asset will bid more conservatively, irrespective of the auction 

in use. Besides, her equilibrium bids distribution will stochastically dominates the one of 

the other partner. In contrast to the sYmmetric case, all of them fail to achieve allocation 

efficiency. 

Under the WBA, I show that the bidders always shade their bids whereas under the 

LBA they always submit bids in excess of their valuation.2 Hence, it is impossible to get 

20verbidding is also the optimal strategy in a takeover when bidders have partial ownership of the 

item and the private valuatiollS of the bidders are drawn from a common distributions. This overbidding 
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a mutual1y beneficial resale under this auction since the purchase price exceeds the loser's 

value of the asset. Under the SDA, for larger values, both partners shade their bids, and 

for smal1er values, they mark up their bids. A numerical resolution of these auctions for 

particular valuation distributions show that the SDA outperforms the other two since it 

generates the largest total expected gain from trade. This example also shows that under 

the LBA and the SDA both partners may overbid by enough such that either winner loses 

money. In the takeover context, this result is consistent with the observation that the 

stock price of a successful raider sometimes fal1s dramatical1y.3 

The papel' is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model and assumptions. 

In section 3, I study the k + 1-price auctions and focus on the WBA, the LBA, and 

the SDA. Section 3 contains the results on existence, uniqueness and properties of the 

equilibrium induced by these mechanisms. Section 4 provides a comparison among them 

based on a numerical resolution of the equilibrium bids induced by these auctions. Section 

5 concludes. Finally, most of the proofs are included in the appendix. 

The Model 

There are two partners (i = 1,2) ",ho want to dissolve their partnership. It is assllmed 

that each partner has an eqllal share of the asset to be traded and is risk neutral concerning 

the di"ision of the asset. The partnership will be dissolved efficiently if the partner with 

the highest value obtains the asset. Partner i has a valuation for the entire object of Vi 

which is only known to him. Valuations for the asset are independent but asymmetrically 

distributed. It is common knowledge that partner 1's beliefs about the value that partner 

2 places in the good are drawn from the c.dJ. F2 (v), and that partner 2's beliefs about 

the valuations of partner 1 are summarized by the c.dJ. F} (v). These distributions are 

common knowledge. 

In order to compare the properties of the different mechanisms that are proposed in 

this papel', I will consider the following assumptions related to the players' beliefs: 

may lead to inefficient outcomes if the initial toeholds are not egua!. For an argument, see Burkart (1995). 
3This fact has been pointed out by Bernhardt (1995) for the LBA equilibrium bids of two raider firms 

with symmetric valuations for the target firm but with different toeholds. 
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(Al) Both cumulative distribution functions are absolutely continuous over their com

mon support [0, v]. Their density funetions JI, J2 are continuous, bounded away from zero 

and locally Lipschitz over (O, v]. 

(A2) Partner 2's valuations are higher in the sense of first order stochastic dominance, 

that is, F2 (v) ::; FI(v) for all v. 

(A3) F2(v)/FI(v) is increasing in v. 

(A4) Partner 2's valuations are higher in the sense of hazard rates dominance, that is, 
JI (v) h(v)

H1(v) = 1 _ FI(v) ~ H2(v) = 1 _ F (v) for all v. 
2 

(A2) is an assumption of stochastic dominance of F1• Under this assumption the 

probability distribution FI gives less \veight to high values of v than F2 does. This implies 

that bidder 2 is reputed to be more likely interested in the asset than bidder 1. (A3) 

is an assumption of reverse hazard rate dominance of bidder 2's valuations, which is a 

stronger version of stochastic dominance. This assumption has been used by Maskin and 

Riley (1992) to ensure that in a first price auction the more optimistic buyer is the less 

"aggressive bidder" (we are using their terminology here). Finally, (A4) is an assumption 

of hazard rates dominance which is also a stronger version of stochastic dominance. It 

states that bidder 1 has a higher probability of having a low valuation conditional on 

valuations being aboye v. A sufficient condition for (A3) and (A4) simultaneously hold, 

and therefore (A2), is that bidder 2's valuations be higher in the sense of monotone 

likelihood ratio dominance (for an argument see Shaked and Shanthikumar, 1994). 

k + 1 Price A uctions 

This seetion is devoted to the study of three auction procedures that are special cases of 

the k + 1 price auctions. In these auctions each player submits a sealed bid. The bidder 

with the highest bid, bw , gets the object and has to pay the other 0.5(kb¡ + (1- k)bw ), 
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where b¡ denotes the loser's bid. In particular I am going to consider the following three 

members of this class of auctions: the Winner's Bid Auction (WBA) that corresponds 

to the case k = O, the Loser's Bid Auction (LBA) that corresponds to k = 1 and the 

Split-the-Difference auction (SDA), which results from taking k = 1/2.4 

Suppose that the object has a true value VI for bidder 1 and that bids bl and b2 are 

submitted by bidders 1 and 2. Then bidder l's payoff is5 

A strategy of bidder i = 1,2 is a (Lebesgue-measurable) function B i : [O, v] --+ [O, (0), 

specifying for each possible value of Vi a bid bi = Bi(Vi)' A pair (B I, B2 ) constitutes an 

equilibrium if for all i and Vi E [O, v], Ui(Vi, bi, Bj ) 2: Ui(Vi, b~, Bj) for all b~, where 

+J [0.5(kbi + (1- k)Bj(Vj)]dFj(Vj) , 
Bj (Vj »bi 

is partner i's expected payoff if she conjectures that her opponent will use the strategy 

B j . 

3.1 The Winner's Bid Auction 

The bidder with the highest bid wins the auction and pays half of her bid to the other 

bidder. Ties are resolved by the flip of a coin. 

1 will show that there exists a unique equilibrium for this auction and that this equi

librium is such that the bidder that is reputed more interested in the asset bids less 

aggressively. To prove this result I begin by showing that equilibrium bid strategies 

(BI (VI), B2(V2)) are strictly increasing with differentiable inverse bid functions. Denote 

these inverse functions Yi(b) =B;I(b), for i = 1,2; where Yi(b) is the maximum value of 

V such that Bi(v) ~ b. 

4The WBA and LBA have been studied for the syrnrnetric case by McAfee (1992). 
5We are ignoring here the event of identical bids. We will show that in equilibriurn the probability 

both finns rnake the same bid is zero. 
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Since strategies are increasing, if bidder i bids b and bidder j follows the strategy B j 

then her expected payoff is: 

At an interior solution partner i's bid solves the first order condition 

(Vi - b)fAB¡l(b)) = O.5Bj(b)Fj(B¡1(b)). 

The right hand side is the marginal cost of bidding more when i wins. The left hand side 

represents the marginal revenue for increasing the bid and winning. Notice that this first 

order condition implies that the inverse bid funetions (YI, Y2), Yi(b) = Bi-
1(b), must be 

solutions of the system of differential equations, 

To see that equilibrium strategies, (B l , B2), have to be monotone increasing on [0, ti] 

let b' = Bi(vD and b" = Bi(V~') with v~ 2: v~'. Equilibrium requires the following two 

conditions to be satisfied: Ui(v~,b',Bj) 2: Ui(v~,b",Bj), and Ui(v~',b",Bj) 2: Ui(v~',b',Bj), 

l.e., 

v ~ 

(2v; - b')Fj(Yj(b')) + ! Bj(x)dFj(x) 2: (2v; - b")Fj(Yj(b")) + ! Bj(x)dFj(x) , and 
Yj(b') Yj(b") 

v v 

(2v~' - b")Fj(Yj (b")) + ! Bj(x)dFj(x) 2: (2v;' - b')Fj(Yj(b')) + ! Bj(x)dFj(x). 
Yj(b") Yj (b') 

Subtracting the right side of the second inequality from the left hand side of the first, 

and subtracting the left hand side of the second inequality from the right hand side of 

the first, yields: (v?- vD [Fj(Yj(b")) - Fj(Yj(b'))] 2: O. This implies b" ~ b'. Moreover, 

Bi(·) mu~t be gapless: if there is a gap [b',b] in Bi then there must be a gap (b',b) in 

Bj , because for any Vj it would be better to bid b' than any other bid in that interval 

(since with this bid bidder j lowers the price if winning without affecting the probability 

of winning). But then the type of bidder i planning to bid b would be better off bidding 

(b' +b)/2. Furthermore, Bi must be atomless. Suppose not, then there is b and j such that 

P(Bj(vj) = b) > O. Then there exists é > Osuch that bidder i will assign zero probability 

to (b, b + é) creating a gap. Equilibrium strategies are strictiy increasing since they are 
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atom1ess and weakly monotonical1y increasingj and because they are also gapless then 

equilibrium has to be in pure strategies. Continuity and monotonicity of B i (-) imply that 

B i (.) is differentiable almost everywhere on its domain. 

Consider now the boundary conditions. Let B l , B2 be equilibrium strategies, and 

assume, w.l.o.g., that Bl(O) < B2(0). Because of continuity, there exists v such that 

Bl(v) < B2(0) for al1 v E [O,V]. Since 2's bid is always greater than Bl(v), then partner 

l's probability of winning with the bid B l (v) is zero and bidder 2's probability of winning 

with her equilibrium strategy is nonzero for al1 V2 2: o. 
In equilibrium, for al1 v E [O, v]' it is satisfied that U2 (v, B2 (v), Bl ) 2: U2 (v, B2 ( v), Bl ) > 

U2 (v, B2 (v), Bl ) 2: O, where the first inequality holds because B2 (v ) is an equilibrium 

strategy, the second one is due to the fact that U is strictIy increasing in v, and the last 

one holds because there exists a bid that has a zero probability of winning and bids are 

non negative. Therefore U2(v, B2(v), B2(v)) > O, which implies v > B2 (v). Consider now 

bidder 1. If she plays B2 (v ) she has a nonzero probability of winning, hence, v > B2 (v) 

implies Ul (v,B2 (v),B2 ) > Ul (v,B l (v),B2 ) since 

(v - 0.5B2 (v))F2 (v) + l: 0.5B2 (x)dF2 (x) > ¡:0.5B2 (x)dF2 (x). 

This contradicts that B¡(·) is an equilibrium bidding strategy. Assume now that Bl(O) = 

B2 (0) = a > O. Continuity implies that there exists v such that Bi(fj) > v with 

Ui(v, BiCD), Bj ) = (D - 0.5Bi(D))Fj(BJ-:-l(Bi(1j)) + ¡V 0.5Bj (x)dFj (x).
B-:-1(Bi(ii»

J 

Since Bi(v) > fJ, \\'e obtain 

Ui(v, Bi(v), Bj ) ::; 0.5vFj (BJ-:-
l (v)) + ¡U 0.5Bj (x)dFj (x) = Ui(v, V, Bj ). 

B:- 1 (ii)
J 

The contradiction proves that the lower suppol't for bidder i's bid distribution cannot 

be Bi(O) > O. Therefore Bl (O) = B2 (0) = O. The argument above also implies that 

equilibrium strategies have to satisfy Bi(v ) < v, for aH v > O. Consider now the upper 

support of the bids distribution. Since B l (-) is strictIy increasing, bidder 2 wins with 

pl'obability 1 by bidding BI (v). Hence B2 (v) ::; BI (v). The same argument holds fol' 

bidder 1; thus, we also have BI(v) :s B2 (v), and hence BI(v) = B2 (v) = b< v. 

System (1) and the boundary conditions define equilibrium strategies if these condi

tions define a best decision for each bidder. We check this additional condition as part of 

the pl'oof in the foHowing theol'em which characterizes the equilibrium of the WBA. 
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Theorem 1 A pair of strategies (Bl , B2) is an equilibrium for the WBA if and only if 

the strategies are pure, the bid functions are strictly increasing and differentiable, with 

Bi(v) < v for all v E (O, v], and there exists b, °< b < v, such that the inverse bid 

functions (Yl,Y2), Yi(b) = B¡l(b), are, solutions over the interval [O,b] of the system of 

differential equations, 

(1) 2(Yi - b)fj(Yj(b))yj(b) - Fj(Yj(b)) = °� 
satisfying the boundary condition Yi(O) = 0, Yi(b) = V for i = 1,2.� 

Proof: See Appendix. I 

1 will now show that such an equilibl'ium exists and that undel' (A3) it is unique. 

Theorem 2 Jf (A 1) holds then there exists a Bayesian equilibrium for the WBA. Jf, in 

addition, (A 3) holds, then the equilibrium is unique. 

Proof: See Appendix. I 

The following proposition shows some of the pl'operties of the equilibrium induced by 

the winnel' bid auction. 

Proposition 1 Under (A3) if (Bl ,B 2) is an equilibrium strategy profile to a winner-price 

auction then, for all i = 1,2, 

i) Bl(v) 2: B2(v), for all v E (O, v), 

ii) The distribution of bidder 2 's bids stochastically dominates the distribution of bidder 

1's bid. 

iii) Bidder 2 has a higher probability of winning. 

. - . F2(Y2(b)) fl(Yl(b)) y;(b) 
Proof: 1). Fol'allbE [O,b] IfY2(b) =Yl(b) then f2(Y2(b))' Fl(Yl(b)) = y~(b)' 
Assumption (A3) implies that the left hand side of this equality is not lal'gel' than one 

and hence that y;(b) < y~(b), ol' equivalently B;(b) > B~(b), whenevel' Y2(b) = Yl(b). 
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I now show, by way of contradiction, that it can not exists v E (O, v) such that B2 (v) > 

BI (v). If such a v E (O, v) would exists then there exists m E [v, v] such that B2 (m) = 

BI(m) and B;(m) :::; B~(m), which can never be the case. To see this, let m = min{k E 

(v, v] such that B2 (k) = BI(k)}. The existence of mis guaranteed by B2 (v) = BI(v). By 

continuity, for aH n E [v, m), B2(n) > BI (n). This implies 

B2(m) - B2(n) < BI (m) - BI(n) which yields to B;(m) < B~ (m). 
m-n m-n 

Hence, it has to be the case that B2 (v) :::; BI(v) for aH v E [O,v]. 

ii). Part (i) of proposition implies YI (b) ~ Y2(b) and therefore (1) yields 

F2(Y2 (b )) 1 FI(Y2 (b )) 1 . 
h(Y2(b))' y;(b) :::; fl(Y2(b)) . y~(b) ,or eqmvalently, 

h(YI(b)) '() d [ ( ()] J¡(YI(b)) '() d [ ( ()]
F2(YI(b)) . Y2 b = db In F2 Y2 b) ~ FI(YI(b)) . YI b = db In FI YI b ) . 

Since In(F2(Y2(b)) = In(FI(YI(b))), then In[F2(Y2(b))] :::; In[FI(YI(b))] for aH b E [O,b], 

and hence it follows that F2(Y2(b)) :::; FI(YI (b)). 

iii). Let Pi denotes bidder i's probability of winning. Through a transformation of vari

ables, it is easy to see that P2 = ¡; FI(b)h(b)db. Now (A3) implies g = ¡; FI(b)h(b)db > 

¡; F2(b)J¡(b)db = PI' I 

In the vVBA the reputed more interested bidder will bid "less aggressively". Since 

bidder 1 faces a fiercer competition, the one from 2 that is reputed to be very interested 

in the asset to be sold, it is natural that she bids "more aggressively". She is in a worse 

position than bidder 2 because she faces a bid probability distribution that gives high 

"\"eights to high values, consequently one would expeet her payoffs to be smaHer. 

3.2 The Loser's Bid Auction 

The bidder with the highest bid wins the auction and pays half the loser bid to the other 

bidder. Ties are resolved by the flip of a coin. 

I will show that there exists a unique equilibrium for this auction that it is such that 

the bidder who is reputed more interested in the asset bids less aggressively. To prove this 
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result 1 first show that equilibrium bid strategies (Bl(Vl), B2(V2)) are strictiy increasing 

with differentiable inverse bid functions. Given that Bi is strictiy increasing, we can write 

bidder i's expected gain when bidder j foHows strategy B j as 

At an interior solution, i's bid b = Bi (Vi) satisfies 

Thus, in equilibrium, the marginal cost from overbidding, b - Vi, has to be equal to 

the marginal increase in the payment that partner i gets when she loses. This equation 

can be derived by differentiating Ui(Vil b, Bj ) with respect to b and setting that derivative 

to zero. 

To obtain the appropriate boundary conditions assume first, w.l.o.g., Bl(O) < B2(0). 

Because equilibrium bidding strategies are continuous, there exists e such that Bl(v) < 

B2 (0) for aH V E [O, e] and thus bidder 1'5 probability of winning the auction with the bid 

Bl (e) is zero. 

This implies Ul(e, Bl(e), B2) = 0.5Bl (O) < Ul (() ,B2(0), B2) = 0.5B2(0). But this con

tradicts the assumption that B l (-) is an equilibrium bidding strategy. Therefore B l (O) = 

B2(0). Since bidder 1'5 expected payoff when her valuation is zero is half her bid (she al

ways loses), she will bid a > Owhen her dra\\' is zero. Consider now the terminal boundary 

condi tion. Assume, for contradiction, that B l (,O) = b > iJ. Because of continuity, there 

exists e such that Bl(v) > V for aH V E [e,iJ]. Over this interval, partner 2 has a zero 

probability of winning when bidding her valuation. It is straightforward to prove that, to 

drive up the price that 1 has to pay for her shares, she will bid in equilibrium, B2 (v) = 

limé->oB1(v) - é for aH v E [e,iJ]. This implies Ul (iJ,b,B2) < Ul (iJ,iJ,B2). To see this, 

note that 

Thus Bl (iJ) ~ iJ. The same argument applies to partner 2, thus B2(iJ) ~ iJ. Now Bi(iJ) = iJ 

for i = 1, 2, foHows from standard auction theory since each partner will bid at least her 
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valuation if there is a positive probability that the other one will bid at least that high. 

These results are summarized in next theorem. 

1 now proceed to state the main results for this mechanism. 

Theorem 3 A paír of strategíes (B I, B2) ís an equílíbríum íf and only íf the strategíes 

are pure; the bíd functíons are stríctly íncreasíng and dífferentíable, wíth Bi(v) > v for all 

i, and v E [O, íi) and theír ínverse functíons (YI (b), Y2 (b)) are such that they are solutíons 

to the system of dífferentíal equatíons, 

(2) 2(Yi(b) - b)fj(Yj(b))yj(b) + (1 - Fj(Yj(b))) = O, 

wíth boundary condítíons YI(a) = Y2(a) = O, and YI(íi) = Y2(íi) = íi. 

Proof: See Appendix. I 

Theorem 4 Suppose assumption (Al) holds. Then there exísts one and only one Bayesían 

equilibrium for the LEA. 

Proof: See Appendix. I 

The following proposition shows some of the properties of the equilibrium induced by 

the loser bid auction. 

Proposition 2 Under (A4) if (El, E 2 ) is an equílibrium strategy profile to a loser-príce 

auction then for all i = 1, 2, 

íí). The dístríbution of bídder 2 's bíds stochastícally domínates the dístríbution of 

bídder l's bid. 

iii). Bidder 2 has a hígher probabilíty of wínníng the auctíon. 

12 



Proof: i). For aH b E [O, v) if Y2(b) = Yl(b) then H2~Y2~b~~ = y: ((b) > 1, where the 
. H1 Yl b Y2 b)

inequality is due to assumption (A4) and hence that y;(b) < y~ (b). 

Since at a, Y2(a) = Yl(a), it must be the case that Y2(b) ~ Yl(b) and therefore B1(v) ~ 

B2 (v) for aH v E (O, v). 

ii). Part (i) implies Y2(b) ~ Yl(b) which yields H2(Y2(b))y~(b) < H1(Yl(b))yi(b) or 

equivalent1y - :b In[1 - F2(Y2(b))] ~ - :b ln[l- F1(Yl(b))]. 

Because F2(Y2(a)) = F1(Yl (a)) then ln[l- g(Y2(b))] ~ ln[l- F1(Yl (b))] for aH bE (a,v), 

and hence F2(Y2(b)) ~ F1(Yl(b)). 

iii). Let Pi denotes bidder i's probability of winning. Part ii) of this proposition and 

(A3) imply 

P, = ¡: U:"(O) f¡(V)dV) j,(v)dv ~ r. F¡ (y¡ (b))f,(v)dv 2: ¡:F,(y, (b))f¡ (v)dv ~ P,. I 

In the LBA, as in the WBA, the reputedly more interested bidder bids less aggressively. 

Since in aLBA bidders overbid in equilibrium whereas in a WBA they shade their bids the 

former ",ill lead to higher expected equilibrium prices than the latter.6In both auctions 

bidder 2 has a higher probability of winning. RecaH that bidder 1 faces a bid probability 

distribution which gives high weight to high values, consequent1y, she is more likely to 

lose the auction. Thus bidder 2 is better off in a \VBA whereas bidder 1 prefers aLBA. 

Moreover, it seems reasonable to expect bidder 1 to have higher interim expected payoffs in 

aLBA than bidder 1. Notice that when she wins she has to paya lower price for the assets 

while when losing she gets a higher price. ActuaHy, U1(v) = ¡:(v-0.5B2(V2))h(V2)dv2 > 

¡:(v - 0.5B1(Vl))fl(Vl)dvl = U2(iJ) and U1(0) = U2(0) = 0.5a. Therefore either U1(v) ~ 
U2 (v) for aH v, or at least this is the case for high valuations. Note that the loser does not 

regret ex-post to lose since she gets a price for her shares that is higher than her valuation 

for the asset. The winner, on the other hand, regrets ex-post that she overbid so much 

6These auctions have also been studied by Engelbrecht-Wiggans (1994) and Bulow, Huang and Kem

plerer (1996) for the common-values case. Engelbrecht-Wiggans assumes equal shares on the assets and 

focus on the question of how giving bidders a share in the proceeds affects equilibrium bidding. In 

particular, He shows that the expected sale price is higher in aLBA than in aWBA. Bulow, Huang 

and Kemplerer consider a two-bidders takeover model where each bidder has a different toehold in the 

takeover target. They show that with asymmetric toeholds the expected sale price is higher in a WBA 

than in aLBA if the toeholds are sufficiently smal!. 
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but this overbidding is optimal ex-ante. 

3.3 The Splitting-the-difference Auction 

Under this mechanism the parties submit sealed bids, and the highest bidder obtains the 

asset at a price that "splits the difference" between the bids. Ties are resolved by the 

flip of a coin. If bidder j uses a strategy B j then the expeeted payoff to bidder i with 

valuation v if she submits a bid b = Bi(v) wil! be 

-J b + Bj(vj) J b + Bj(vj)Ui(v, b, Bj ) - (v-0.5( 2 ))dFj(Vj) + 0.5( )dFj(vj). 
Bj(vj)<b Bj(vj»b 2 

Assume that equilibrium bid strategies Bi(Vi) are strict1y increasing with differentiable 

inverse bid funetions. If this the case, \Ve can write bidder i's expected gain as 

At an interior solution, i's bid b = Bi(v) satisfy 

In eqllilibrium the marginal revenue from bidding more, (Vi - b)jj(B¡l(b)) + 0.5 x 0.5 x 

(1 - Fj(B¡I(b))), where the last term represents the marginal increase in payment for i's 

shares from bidding more when she loses, has to be eqllal to the marginal cost due to 

increase in payment when winning, 0.25Fj(B¡1(b)). 

From lVIcAfee (1992) it is known that if valuations are independently and symmetri

cally distributed then the WBA and the LBA produce the same expeeted utilities, so that 

there is no basis to choose one over the other.7 In order to compare the SDA with the 

previous auetions let me start by analysis its performance in the symmetric case. 

7Nevertheless, if there exists an outside option that can be exercised then WBA is the only member 

of the k+1-price auctions that is efficient. See McAfee (1992). 
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3.3.1 The SDA: The Syrnrnetric Case 

Along this subsection I assume that partners' valuations are independent and identically 

distributed from a cumulative distribution function F with support [O, v] and positive con

tinuous density function f. Under these assumptions it is easy to see that the equilibrium 

bid for the SDA is as follows: 

¡Vi -1 [F(z) - 0.5]2dz 
z=F (0.5) ~ . 1 2 B ( )i Vi = Vi - [F(Vi) _ 0.5]2 101' Z = , . 

Note that a partner bids her valuation if and only if her valuation is the median of the 

distribution function. For larger values she shades her bid (b(v) < v), and for smaller she 

marks up her bid (b(v) > v). This is a very intuitive behavior. For v > vmed the partner 

is more likely to obtain the good. Thus, as the potential buyer, she has incentives to 

shade her bid and lowers the price. For v < vmed the partner is a potential seller hence 

she has incentives to increase her bid and thus the price she will receive for the asset. 

This bidding scheme is clearly ex-post efficient since the equilibrium bidding strategies 

are increasing in the valuations. 

In the symmetric case the SDA generates the same expected utility to the parties than 

the \VBA 01' the LBA. Besides in the presence of an outside option the SDA only loses 

efficiency if that is valued less than the median of the valuations distribution. It seems 

an appealing mechanism to undertake a dissolution by competitive bidding. Let us now 

study its performance in the asymmetric case. 

3.3.2 The SDA: the Asyrnrnetric Case. 

To analyze the performance of the SDA in the asymmetric case I first characterize the 

equilibritim. Then I will show existence of an equilibrium, and finally I will study the 

properties of the equilibrium induced by this auction. 

Theorern 5 A pair of strategies (B I , B 2 ) constitute a Bayesian equilibrium for the SDA 

if and only if the strategies are pure, the bid functions are strictly increasing and dif

ferentiable, with Bi(v) = v for Bj(vjed) = v, and they have differentiable inverse bid 
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lunctions (y¡, Y2), Yi(b) = B;l(b), which are solution over the interval [a, b] 01 the system 

01 differential equations, 

(3) (b - Yi)/j(Yj(b))yj(b) = 0.5(0.5 - Fj(Yj(b)), 

with boundary condition Yl(C) = Y2(C) = O, Yl(d) = Y2(d) = v , where 0< c < d < v. 

1 omit the formal proof since it is very similar to the ones 1have already provided for the 

WBA and the LBA. Let me just mention the intuition of this resulto Equilibrium strategies 

have to be weakly increasing in valuation since the payoff to winning is increasing in a 

partner's valuation while the payoff to losing is independent of her valuation. They have to 

be continuous because if there were a jump in a partner's bid, let's say i, then j will never 

bid in the interval of the jump but then i will find more profitable to bid in the interior of 

that interva1. By similar reasoning it is easy to conclude that in equilibrium no bidder will 

make the same bid for a range of values. Each bidder equilibrium bid is characterized by 

the first order condition that leads to bids that are monotonical1y increasing in valuations. 

Final1y, the boundary conditions can be obtained by using equilibrium arguments and by 

examining the first order conditions. 

Theorem 6 JI (Al) holds then there exists an equilibrium lor the SDA. 

Again, 1 wil1 omit the formal proof. Notice that, in order to show existence, it is not 

enough to show that a sollltion to the differential eqllation exists but that solution must 

also satisfy the boundary conditions. From (3) we can see that b1 = B I(VI) = VI at VI = m, 

m E (v~ned, v~,ed) , and b2 = B 2(V2) = 1)2 at V2 = n, n E (vred ,v~ed), n < m. Therefore 

\Ve can consider system (3) with boundary conditions YI (c) = Y2(e) = O, YI (b I) = m and 

Y2(b2) = n, for which a solution exists because of lipschitz continuity of the trayectories 

on [e, n - é) and [e, m - é) and then extend Yl by m at m and Y2 by n at n. Consider next 

system (3) with boundary conditions YI (b I) = m and Y2(b2) = n and YI (d) = Y2(d) = V. 

A solution to this problem exists because of lipschitz continuity of the trayeetories on 

(n + é,d] and (m + é,d], By extending YI by m at m and Y2 byn at n, we can show 

existence. 

Let me now focus on the properties of the equilibrium induced by the SDA. Next 

proposition shows that the equilibrium , under the assumptions that 1 have considered, 
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is not always efficient. 

Proposition 3 Under (A2) if (B I , B 2) is an equilibrium strategy profile to a splitting

the-difference auction then: 

ii) The distribution of bidder 2's bids stochasticaliy dominates the distribution of bidder 

l's bids. 

iii) Bidder 2 has a higher probability of winning the auction. 

Proof: i). The boundary conditions for the SDA imply that there exist VI, V2 such that 

, v2edB I (VI) = VI and B 2(V2) = V2. Let VI = m and V2 = n. 1 now show that m, n E [v1ed 
] 

with m > n. By inspection of (3) it is clear that BI(m) = m when B 2(V2ed ) = m and 

B 2(n) = n when B I (v1ed 
) = n. Besides (A2) implies v1ed < V2ed 

. 

Suppose m < n. Then B 2(n) = n and B 2(V2ed 
) = m < n with V2ed < n, otherwise partner 

2's bids would not be strictIy increasing in valuations. This implies BI(m) = m < n and 

> v1edB I (v1ed 
) = n > V2ed 

. Hence at b = n the right hand side of (3) is positive 

v1ed(n - ) but the left hand side is negative since 0.5 < F2(n) , a contradiction. The 

contradiction proves the claimed m > n. 

< v1edAssume now that m . This yields to BI(m) - m and B I(v1ed
) n < m a 

contradiction with bids increasing in valuations. 

> V2ed > V2edFinally, let me show that m can not be the case. If m then B2 (n) = n 

= m > V2edand B2 (V2ed 
) but this yields to a contradiction with system (3) since after 

bids cross the 45~ line they have to satisfy that Bi(Vi) < Vi for aH i = 1,2. The only 

values of m, n that are consistent with system (3) and with bids increasing in valuations 

are m, n E [v1ed
, V 2ed

] with m > n. This also implies that there is no b E (e, d) such that 

Y2(b) = YI(b) and therefore that B 2(v) $ BI(v), for all V E (O,v). 

ii). Part (i) implies Y2(b) ~ YI(b). 

Consider first the case b < YI (b) $ Y2(b). If this is the case (3) yields 
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Because F2(Y2(d)) = F1(Yl (d)) then In[F2(Y2(b))-O.5] ::; In[F1 (Yl (b))-O.5] for all b E (e, d),� 

and hence F2(Y2(b)) ::; F1(Yl(b)).� 

Consider now the case Yl (b) ::; Y2(b) < b which implies� 

d d 
- db In[O.5 - F2(Y2(b))] ::; - db In[O.5 - F1(Yl(b))]. 

Since F2(Y2(e)) = F1(Yl(e)) = O then In[O.5 - F2(Y2(b))] > In[O.5 - F1(Yl(b))] for aH 

b E (e, d), and hence F2(Y2 (b)) ::; F1(Yl (b)). 

iii). Let Pi denotes bidder i's probability of winning. Part ii) of this praposition and 

(A3) imply 

P2 ~ ¡: U:"(O) h(V)dV) f2(V)dv = r. F¡(y¡(b))f2(V)dv ~ ¡:F2(Y2 (b))f¡ (v)dv ~ p¡- I 

Efficiency: A Numerical Example 

The results in this papel' show that no member of the ]{ + 1- auctions generates an effi

cient dissolution if the partners have valuations that are independent but asymmetrical1y 

distributed. Furthermore, 1 do not think it is possible to rank these auctions in terms of 

the interim expected utility they generate without relying on particular numerical exam

pIes. \Vhen ex-post efficiency is unattainable8 it is natural to seek for the auction among 

the ones 1 have discussed that maximizes expeeted total gains fram dissolution. 

The expected total gains derived fram the implementation of any of these auctions is 

8If to guarantee ex-post efficiency is the only goal of the partners then the following bidding procedure 

can be used. Each partner submits a bid and has to pay the expected externality associated with her 

bid; the asset is awarded to the partner rnaking the highest bid. In our set-up partner i submits bi and 

pays Pi = J~¡ viIi (vi )dvi to the other partner. By internalizing the expeeted externality, this bidding 

seheme induces eaeh partner to make an equilibrium bid bi = Vi, and therefore ensures an ex post

efficient outeome. Note that this procedure has an important caveat since it imposes different prices on 

the partners. If both submit the same bid, partner 1 will have to paya higher priee to get the asset than 

2 does. 
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where m(V},V2) = P(BI(v¡) < B2(V2)). 

Since an ex postefficient mechanism maximizes the expeeted total gains from trade, and 

since in such a mechanism 

1 if VI < v2, 
m (Vl,V2 ) = 

{ O if VI > V2, 

then we have to seek for the auction that minimizes J;(Y2(b) - YI(b))db. 

The purpose of this seetion is to compare the auctions 1 have considered from an 

efficient viewpoint. To do so 1 will rely on a particular numerical example. This example 

will also il1ustrate some features of the equilibrium induced by the WBA, the LBA and 

the SDA. 

Assume that partnerl 's beliefs about the value that partner 2 places in the asset are 

summarized by the c.dJ. F2 (v) = V, whereas those of partner 2 are summarized by the 
1- exp(-v)

c.dJ. FI(v) = ()' Note that F¡(v),F2(v) satisfy al1 the assumptions in the
1 - exp -1 

model. 1 now show the equilibrium induced by the auctions studied here. 

The Winner Bid Auction 

The equilibrium bid function are the solutions of the fol1owing system of differential 

equations: 

2(Yl(b) - b)y~(b) = Y2(b),� 

2(Y2(b) - b) (exp( -YI (b)) )y~ (b) = 1 - exp( -YI (b)),� 

Y2(0.621) = 1,� 

YI (0.621) = 1.� 

The proof of Theorem 2 suggests a simple algorithm for finding a solution numerical1y. 

Pick any b E (O, v) and compute the associated solution in system (1). If this solution 

intersects the 45 degree line below O, then increase the starting value. Otherwise if 

Yi(O) > O, then reduce the starting value.9 

The results for this mechanism are summarized in the fol1owing table: 

9For an study on how to solve numerically differential equations as those in (1), see Marshall, Meurer, 

Richard and Strompsquist (1994). 
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b .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .55 .6 

Yl(b) .156 .297 .443 .595 .760 .852 .953 

Y2(b) .163 .320 .488 .659 .823 .900 .971 

Differerence .0068 .0230 .0453 .0639 .0627 .0477 .018 

The Loser Bid Auction 

The equilibrium bid functions are the solutions of the following system of differential 

equations: 

2(Yl(b) - b)y;(b) = Y2(b) - 1� 

2(Y2(b) - b)(exp(-Yl(b)))y~(b) = exp(-l) - exp(-Yl(b))� 

Y2(0.296) = O� 

YI (0.296) = O� 

The algorithm that 1 have used here for finding a solution numerically is based on 

Theorem 4. Pick any a E (O, v) and compute the associated solution in system (2). If this 

solution intersects the 45 degree line below v, then decrease the starting value. Otherwise 

if Yi (v) > v, then increase the starting value. 

The results for this mechanism are summarized in the fol1owing table: 

b .3 .4 .5 .55 .6 .7 .8 .9 

YI (b) .004 .120 .251 .321 .393 .543 .695 .848 

Y2(b) .007 .164 .308 .377 .444 .579 .714 .854 

Differerence .0024 .0441 .0567 .0555 .0509 .0358 .0185 .0051 

The Splitting-the Difference Bid Auetion 

The equilibrium bid functions are the solutions of the following two systems of differ

ential equations: 

2(YI(b) - b)y;(b) = Y2(b) - 0.5� 

2(Y2(b) - b)(exp(-Yl(b)))y~(b) = 0.5(exp(-1) +1) - exp(-Yl(b))� 

Y2(0.1406) = O� 

Yl (0.1406) = O� 

Y2(0.79637) = 1� 

YI (0.79637) = 1� 
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To solve this case I have followed the arguments in Theorem 6.� 

The results for this mechanism are summarized in the following tables:� 

b .2 .25 .3 .35 .410 .45 .474 .50 

Yl (b) .072 .140 .213 .288 .379 .445 .474 .543 

Y2(b) .098 .175 .248 .321 .410 .459 .500 .579 

Differerence .0263 .0342 .0348 .0324 .0305 .0140 .0258 .0358 

b .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 

Yl (b) .589 .664 .741 .821 .908 

Y2(b) .628 .709 .789 .866 .939 

Differerence .0387 .0444 .0481 .0452 .0304 

RESULTS: 

- The numerical results confirm that partner 2 bids more conservatively in all the 

auctions. We have Y2(b) > YI(b), or equivalent1y, BI(v) > B2(v), for all v E (O,v). 

- The domain of equilibrium bids is as follows BWBA E [0,0.621], B SDA E [0.1406,0.796] 

and B LBA E [0.296,1], with B¡VBA(v) < BfDA(v) < BfBA(v) for all v, and aH i = 1,2. 

- Under the LBA we obtain that both partners may overbid so that either winner loses 

money. If VI, v2 E (0.3,0.85) either winner will suffer a 1055. In the takeover case this is 

consistent with the observation that the stock price of a successful raider sometimes falls 

dramatically. 

- Under the SDA we obtain BI(v) > v for all v E (0,0.474), and B2(v) > v for all 

v E (0,0.410) with B I(0.474) = 0.474 = B2(V~ed) and Bl (V2ed ) = 0.410 = B 2(0.410). 

Note that under the SDA it is also true that both partners may overbid so that either 

winner loses money. If VI, v2 E (0.15,0.45) either winner will suffer a 1055. 

- The LBA generates the highest expected selling price. 

-The numerical results suggest that the SDA is more efficient than the WBA or the 

LBA. 
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5 Conclusions 

It is well-known that private-value auctions with equal ownership of the item yield efficient 

outcomes when the valuations of the bidders are drawn from a common distributions. This 

result, as shown in this papel', does not carry out to the case of asymmetric distributions. 

The inefficiency is due to the fact that the bidder who is reputed to be more interested 

in the asset to be traded will bid less aggressively in equilibrium. As a result of this, the 

bidder with the lower valuation buys the target with positive probability. 

Results in this papel' have a wide range of applications inc1uding the sharing of profits 

in bidding rings or creditors' bidding in Bankruptcy auctions. However, a limitation of 

the analysis in this papel' is that attention is restricted to the special case of equal shares 

in the partnership. One should study the range of partnerships that can be dissolved 

efficient1y with these allctions once it is known that the equal-shares partnerships may 

not be in this seto It would also be interesting to consider the general n-partners case. 

This is left for future reseal'ch. 

6 Appendix 

Proaf af thearem 1. 

Let Bi (-) denote an equilibrillm stl'ategy for bidder i. The fact that Bi (·) is strict1y 

increasing and diffel'entiable almost everywhere on [O, E] implies that it has an inverse 

funetion Yi defined on [O, b] which is increasing and differentiable almost everywhere and 

satisfies that Yi(O) = Oand Yi(b) = v for all i = 1,2. Thus for all i = 1,2, Ui(Vi, Bi, B j ) is 

differentiable in its second argumento Hence Bl) must satisfy the first order condition 

for a maximum and therefore its invel'se will satisfy system (1). 

1 will now show that the necessary conditions are sufficient. Assume Yl, Y2 verify (1), 

and satisfy the boundary conditions with O < Yi(b) < v for all i = 1,2 and b E (O, b]. 

Note that yHb) > O for all i and b E (O, b]. If there exists i and O E (O, b] such that 

yHO) = O, then system (1) implies that Yj(O) = 00 in contradiction with O < Yj(b) < v, 

fol' b E (O, E]. Similarly, if there exists 7f E (O, b], such that Y~(7f) < O, then the boundary 
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condition Yi(O) = o and the fact that Yi(b) > ofor b > o irnply that sorne ~ E (0,7r) 

satisfying yH~) == Owould exists. But this yields a contradiction with O< Yj(b) < 'Ü for 

b E (O)]. Therefore Yl, Y2 are continuous, differentiable over (O, b] with Yi(b) > b, for all 

b E (O, b] and aH i = 1,2. 1 have to show that B 1 = Yl 1 and B 2 = yi1 is an equilibriurn. 

To do so, let us assurne that partner 2 foHows the strategy B2 = yi 1
• Clearly, a bid larger 

than b is never a best response since for aH b 2: bwe have U1 (VI, b, B2) = VI - 0.5b and 
a 
ab U1 = -0.5.� 

If VI = O, then the best response is B 1(0) = O because b = O rnaxirnizes U1 for VI = O.� 

Recall that� 

if b = O, 

if b > O. 

If VI E (O, 'Ü) then we have 

aU1(Vl,b,B2) 1 ( ()) ( ) ( ()) '()ab = - 2F2 Y2 b + VI - b 12 Y2 b Y2 b . 

Since y~ (b) satisfies (1) then 

aUI (VI,b,B2) = -~F(7 (b)) vl-b. ~F (7'())
ab 2 2 '!J2 + YI (b) _ b 2 2 '!J2 b . 

Because YI(b) > b, a~1 is positive if VI> '!JI(b) and negative if VI < '!JI (b). For VI E (O,v), 

the continuity of UI as a function of b and the above results irnply that UI is rnonotonicaHy 

nondecreasing on [O, BI(vI)) and rnonotonically nonincreasing on (B1(VI), 00). 

Therefore bidder 1'5 expected payoff is rnaxirnized if VI = YI(b) that is if b1 = B1(vI)' 

Thus BI(v¡) is a best response if bidder 2 bids according with B2(V2)' Since a syrnrnet

ric argurnent applies for bidder 2, any strict1y increasing and differentiable Yl(b), Y2(b) 

satisfying systern (1) and the boundary conditions define an equilibriurn. I 

Proof of Tbeorem 2 

Frorn the characterization theorern we know that equilibriurn inverse bidding functions 

are solutions to the systern: 
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The system presents a singularity at Yl (O) = Y2(0) = 0, which is the only singularity 

since Yi(b) > b fot all b E (O, b]. Thus 1 cannot apply the results on existence of the theory 

of differential equations. Nevertheless, system (1), with the initial condition Yi(b) = v, 
for i = 1,2, defines a free - boundary problem, for which those results hold. Note that 

for all v E (é,V], é > 0, the right-hand side of (1) is Lipschitz continuous. lO Therefore to 

show existence is equivalent to show that there exists b, °< b < v, Yi(b) = v, for which 

the solution of (1) consists of strict1y increasing functions in the domain [0, v] and such 

that Yi(O) = °for all i. 

For any b E (O,b] let us define the integral curves wi(b,b) as follows: Wi(b,b) = v for 

i = 1,2 and Wl (b, b) and 'lJ2(b, b) determined by integrating (1) backwards from b. As 

b decreases, 'lJi(O, b) decreases as long as it remains well defined. It is not well defined 

when Wi(O, b) = O. Appealing to Lemma 2 in his appendix, there exists i, and bsuch that 

limb-.b Wi(O, b) = O. Let assume w.1.o.g. i = 1, so that 1imb-.b Wl(O, b) = O. 1 now show 

that this implies limb-.b w2(0,b) = °as wel1. 

Assume the contrary, that is, assume limb-.b W2(0, b) = a > O. Extend wl(b, b) and 'lJ2(b, b) 

by zero and a at zero. Then 'lJ2(0, b) > O. From (1) the slope of Wl (O, b) at °is finite so 

that wl(b, b) = Blb for some el > Ü. This implies 

It is c1ear from the above expression that the integral of w2(b, b) goes to infinite as b goes� 

to 0, and therefore it does not converge to a. Thus limb-.b W2(0, b) = O.� 

Thus 'lJ 1(b,b), 'lJ2(b,b) extended by zero at zero satisfy system (1) and the boundary� 

conditions. It is an equilibrium, and the proof on existence is complete.� 

To show uniqueness, suppose, by way of contradiction, that there exists another equi

librium (Eh = zl l ,fh = Z2 1). This implies that there exists b such that (Zl,Z2) are 

solution to (1) with initial conditions Zl(Ü) = Z2(0) = 0, and zl(b) = z2(b) = v. The 

uniqueness of the solution to the free - boundary problem implies b =1= b. Assume w.1.o.g. 

b< b. 
lORecall that the density funetions are assumed locally Lipschitz over (O,v], thus by the theory of 

ordinary differential equations it is known that there exists one and only one solution passing through 

any interior point of that domain (See Hurewicz (1958)). 
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I first show that if this is the case then for aH bE (O, b), (ZI (b) - YI (b)) (Z2 (b) - Y2(b)) < O.n 

Assume first zl(b) = YI(b) and ZI(e) < YI(e) for aH e E (O,b). Because of Lipschitz conti

nuity z2(b) =1 Y2(b), thus assume w.l.o.g. that z2(b) > Y2(b). Then (1) implies z~(b) < y~(b) 

and therefore that, for m slighUy smaHer than b, zl(m) > YI(m), a contradietion. There

fore ZI(e) > YI(e) for aH e E (O,b). In order to show that z2(b) < Y2(b) holds for aH 

b E (O, b), suppose, by way of contradietion, that this is not the case. Fix ).. E (O, b) and 

define the foHowing function f3I on (O,)..] : 

f3I()..) = YI ()..), 

, FI (f3I(e)) 1� 
f3I (e) = h(f3I(e)) . 2(Z2(e) - e)� 

' f¡(f3I(e)) , f¡(ZI(e))�
Note that for aH e E (O,)..] f3I (e). F (f3I(e)) = ZI(e). F (ZI(e)) and for aH e E (O,)..)

I I 
ZI (e) > f3I (e) > YI (e). Since the slopes are proportional at ).. but Z2(e) - e > Y2(O) - e 

then f3~ ()..) < Y~ ()..) and therefore ZI (m) :::; f3I (m) for sorne m E (O),,), a contradietion. 

The contradiction pl'oves that fol' aH bE (O,b), (zl(b) - YI(b))(Z2(b) - Y2(b)) < O. 

Let us assume w.l.o.g. f3¡(v) < BI (v). By the al'gument above, we have that B2 (v) > 

B 2 (v). This implies fh(v) = b> B 2 (v) = b. This contl'adicts b > b. The contl'adiction 

proves the theorem. I 

Proof of theorem 3 

Let Bl) denote an equilibl'ium stl'ategy fol' biddel' i. I fil'st show that Bi (·) has to be 

weakly monotonical1y incl'easing on [O,v]. To see this let b' = Bi(vD and b" = Bi(vn with 

v~ 2:: v?, Equilibl'ium l'equires the fol1owing two conditions to be satisfied: 

J
yj(bl 

) 

Ui(v', b', Bj) = o (2v' - Bj(x))dFj(x) +b'(l- Fj(Yj(b'))) 2:: 

Jy ·(b")� 
3 (2v' - Bj(x))dFj(x) +b"(l- Fj(Yj(b"))) = Ui(v',b",Bj ) and 

0 

Yj (b") 
Ui(v", b", Bj) = Jo (2v" - Bj(x))dFj(x) + b"(l - Fj(Yj(b"))) 2:: 

11 This property of the equilibria is reminiscent of the results for the war of attrition with incomplete in

formation where the equilibria can be indexed by the relative toughness of the two players. See Fudenberg 

and Tirole (1986). 
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f
yj(b l

) 

o (2v" - Bj(x))dFj(x) + b'(l - Fj(Yj(b'))) = Ui(V", b', Bj ). 

Substracting the right side of the second inequality from the left hand side of the first, and 

substracting the left hand side of the second inequality from the right hand side of the first, 

yields: (v~' - vD [Fj(Bjl(b")) - Fj(BjI(b'))] ~ O. This implies b" ::; b'. Now 1 show that 

Bi (.) is strictly increasing and differentiable. Note that Bi (.) must be gapless: if there is a 

gap [b', b] in Bi then there must be a gap (b', b) in Bj because for any Vj it would be better 

to bid b than any other bid in that interval (the probability of winning is unchanged but it 

increases her payoff when 10sing). But then the type of bidder i planning to bid b' would be 

better off bidding (b' +b)/2, a contradiction. Furthermore, Bi must be atomless. Suppose 

it is not, then there is b and j such that P(Bj(vj) = b) > O. But then, there exists e > O, 

such that bidder i will never bid on lb, b+ e], since i does better by bidding lim6--+0 b- o. 

An upper bound in the decrease in profit from getting a lower payment when she loses is 

0.5E(1 -lim6--+0 Fj(BjI(b + o))), which is, for e small enough, less than a 10wer bound on 

the increase in profit when winning, lim6--+0[Fj(BjI(b + o)) - Fj(BjI(b - o))](b - Vi)' By 

symmetry, in equilibrium, partner j cannot bid b fol' a range of va1uations. Strategies are 

pul'e since they are continuous and strict1y incl'easing. Because the distribution of bids 

must be both gap1ess and atom1ess, continuity and monotonicity leads to differentiability 

a1most everywhel'e on its domain. 

In equilibrium B¡(v) > v for all v E [O, 'Ü). To see this note that when bidding B¡(v) 

instead of v, an upper bound in the 10ss for winning more often and paying more for the 

assets is O.5[Fj (Bj I(B¡(v)) - Fj(Bjl(V))](Bi(v) - v). For Bi(v) close enough to v, this 

uppel' bound is smaller than the increase in profit from getting a higher payoff when 10sing 

O.5(Bi(v) - v)(l- Fj(Bj-I(B¡(v)))). 

Because the bidding strategies are increasing and differentiab1e, their inverses Yl, Y2 

are increasing and diffel'entiab1e. The differentiability of Ui(v¡,b¡,Bj ) for all i = 1,2, in 

its second al'gument allows to conclude that YI, Y2 must satisfy system (2). 

Finally, 1 now show that the necessary conditions are also sufficient. Let YI, Y2 be 

solutions of (2) with O < y¡(b) < 'Ü for all i = 1,2 and b E (a, 'Ü), which satisfy the 

boundary conditions. From (2) it is clear that yHb) > O for all í. If there exists i and 

O E (a, 'Ü) such that y~(O) = O then (2) imp1ies that Yj(O) = -00 in contradiction with 
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Yj(b) > O. Analogously, if there exists 7r E (a, ti) such that yH7r) < O then the boundary 

conditions imply that there exists some eE (7r, ti) such that yHe) = o. This implies 

Yj(e) = -oo. But this yields a contradiction with O < Yj(b) for b E (O, v). Therefore 

YI, Y2 are continuous, differentiable over (O, ti), and such that Yi(b) < b for aH b E (O, ti) 

and aH i = 1,2. To show that BI = y¡I and B2 = yi 1 is an equilibrium let us assume 

that partner 2 fo11ows the strategy B2 = yi I • Due to the definition of B2l and its strict 

monotonicity we have 

0.5b if b :::; a, 

JoB-1(b) 

2 V - 0.5B2(V2)dF2(V2) + 0.5b(1- F2(Bi I(b))) if b E (b,ti),

J: v  0.5B2(V2)dF2(V2) if b ~ ti. 

If vI = O, then the best response is BI(O) = a because b = a maximizes UI for VI = o. 
aUI

Note that ab < O for b > a and v = O. If VI E (O, ti) then we have 

Since y~(b) satisfies (2) then 

aUI VI - b 
ab = 0.5(1 - F2(Y2(b)) + b _ Yl(b) x 0.5(1 - F2(Y2(b)). 

Because Yl(b) < b, then a~l is positive if VI < Yl(b) and negative if VI > Yl(b). For 

VI E (O, ti) the continuity of Ul as a function of b and the aboye results imply that 

Ul is monotonica11y non-decreasing on [O, Bl (VI)) and monotonica11y non-increasing on 

Therefore bidder 1'5 expected payoff is maximized if VI = Yl(b) that is if bl = Bl(Vl)' 

Thus Bl(Vl) is a best response if bidder 2 bids according with B2(V2)' A symmetric 

argument applies to bidder 2. Thus, any strictly increasing and differentiable Yl (b), Y2 (b) 

satisfying system (2) and the boundary conditions define an equilibrium. I 

Proof of Theorem 4 

From the characterization theorem we know that equilibrium inverse bidding functions 

are solution to system (2) with boundary conditions Y2(a) = Yl(a) = O, and Yl(ti) = 
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Y2(V) = V. 

We can rewrite system (2) in the following way: 

(2') :b ln(1- Fj(Yj(b)) = (Yi ~ b) 

For any starting value a, a E (O, v), the system is Lipschitz continuous on [a, v - E) since 

by assumption Hi(y) (the hazard rate function) is bounded away from zero. Thus, by the 

theory of differential equations, it is known that the solution is unique on [a, v - E). 1 

denote the solution by y(x). At v the system is not well defined and it is not Lipschitz 

continuous. Hence, there may exists a second solution y(x) with initial condition a= a+E 

such that Yi(V) = v for all i. 1 will show that this can not be the case by proving that for 

all E> O it is satisfied that y(x + E) ~ y(x) which implies y(v) ~ y(v - E) < v. 

At the initial conditions (Yi(a + E) = O, Yi(a) = O, for aH i = 1,2) the left hand side of the 

system is smaller for y. Furthermore, we have 

yj(a + E) Hlf}j(a + E)) Hi(Yj(a)) yj(a) 
yHa + E) Hj(f}j(a + E)) Hj(Yj(a)) = yHa)' 

At the starting value the slopes are proportional but the left hand side of the system is 

smaller fol' y, which implies y'(a + E) < y'(a), and thus y(a + E) ~ y(a). Therefore at the 

stal'ting value the statement is true. 

Let 11S assume that i and X exist such that y(x + E) > y(x). This would imply that there 

exists x such that y(x + ¿) = y(x). Assume w.l.o.g. Y2(X + E) = Y2(X), y~(x + E) > y~(x) 

with y¡ (x + E) ~ y¡ (x). Fl'om (2) \Ve have 

Proof: : ( ) > 1 ( )' This implies y¡(x + E) > y¡(x), a contradiction.• 
x + E- y¡ x + E x - Y¡ x 

1 will no\V sho\V that an equilibrium exists. To do so, let us denote with <pi(a, b) 

the trayectory solving (2) and that <pi(a, a) = O. To prove that an equilibrium exists is 

equivalent to showing that there exists aE (O, v) such that <pi(a, v) = v, for i = 1,2. Note 

that <pi(a; b) is a continuous function on [a, v - E) because of the continuity of trayectories 

with respect to the initial conditions due to the Lipschitz continuity of the system. 

Pick an arbitrary a, O< a < v, and assume that for this a the maximal solution (i.e. the 

solution that cannot be defined over a bigger interval and still be a solution) has domain 

[a, 7]) with <p¡(a,7]) = v. By Lemma 3 in this appendix we know that <P2(a,7]) = v and by 

Lemma 5 we can see that v -7] + a = 0.5JoT/ 1- F¡(B:¡¡(B¡(v)))dv. Since 7] is increasing 
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in a, appealing to continuity and Lemma 4 there exists a> a for which 11 = 'Ü. Therefore 

(cfJI(a,b),eP2(a,b)) is a solution to (2) that satisfies the boundary conditions; hence, it is 

an equLlibrium, and the proof is completed. I 

Lernrna 1 Let O < b < b < 'Ü. Then for all b belonging to the domains of definition of 

Wi(-, b) and Wi(', b), wi(b, b) < wi(b, b). 

Proof: Since (YI, Y2) are strictIy increasing then wi(b, b) = 'Ü < wi(b, b). Let m be the 

largest bid less than b such that for sorne i wi(b,b) = Wi(b,b). This implies wj(m,b) < 

wj(m, b) (otherwise the solutions would be equal over their common definition support 

contradicting Lipschitz continuity) and w~(m, b) ::; w~(m, b). But from (1) we have dY~~b) 
is a decreasing function of Yj, and this implies w~(m, ti) > w~(m, b), a contradiction. I 

Lernrna 2 There exists i, b such that: 

(a) for all b < b, WI(O, b) < O and W2(O, b) < O and 

Proo.f: The resul t follows from the continui ty of W1(O, b) and W2 (O, b) and from their mono

tonicity with respect to the terminal boundary value as shown in the previous lemma. I 

Lernrna 3 Let (ePI, eP2) be a solution of (2) over the interval [a, m), with initial boundary 

condition ePi(a, a) = O. Then limb->m ePi(a, b) = m implies 1imb->m ePj(a, b) = m as well. 

Proof: Assume w.l.o.g. c/J¡(a, m) = m and eP2(a, m) = r < m. From (2') \Ve can deduce 
d 1 

that limb->m db 1n(1- F1(YI(b)) = (Y2(m) -m) 

d d 1 
Since -ln(1-F1(Yl(b)) and -ln(1-F2(Y2(b)) are bounded as b -+ m, then ( (b) b)

db db YI 

1 is also bounded. This implies that limb->m eP2(a, b) = m, that is eP2(a, m) = 
(Y2(b) - b) 
m. I 
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Lemma 4 Let (4Jl, (/J2) be a solution 01 (2) over the interval [a, m), with initial boundary 

condition 4Ji(a, a) = O. 11 a > a then 4Ji(a, b) > ~i(a, b) lor all b belonging to the domain 

01 definition 014J and ~. 

Proof: Because (4Jl,4J2) are strictly increasing we have 4Ji(a,a) = ~i(a,a) < 4Ji(a, a), for� 

aH i. Thus at the initial condition the claim holds.� 

Assume now that there exists i and b E (a, m) such that ~i(a, b) > 4Ji(a, b). By conti�

nuity there exists b' E (a, m) for which ~i(a, b') = 4Ji(a, b') with ~~(a, b') > 4J~(a, b') and� 

~j(a, b') < 4Jj(a, b') (remember that if ~j(a, b') = 4Jj(a, b') then the two solutions would be� 

equal oVer their common definition support in contradiction with Lipschitz continuity).� 
d ~ 

From (2') it is clear that db 4Ji is increasing in 4Jj. This fact, along with 4Jj(a, b') < 4Jj(a, b'), 

implies ~~(a, b') ::; 4J~(a, b'), a contradiction. I 

Lemma 5 Let (4Jl,4J2) be a solution 01 (2) over the interval [a,m), with m < v. Then, 

for all v E [O,4J-l(m)) it is satisfied that -d
d 

{(v - Bj (v))ln(l - Fi(Bi-
1 (B j(v))))} . v 

O.51n(1 - Fi (Bi-
1 (Bj (v)))). 

System (2') with b = Bj(v) can be rewritten as: 

Rearranging, and after some computations, we get 
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